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September brings a vibrant energy that propels us forward with 
enthusiasm and determination. As the Chinese proverb suggests, when 
planning for different time frames, we must consider different actions: for 
a year, sow rice; for a decade, plant trees; for a lifetime, educate people. 
This proverb emphasizes the importance of valuing and nurturing our 
educators,  thus highlighting their significance.

We marked Teacher's Day with a series of enjoyable events in which both 
teaching and non-teaching staff members enthusiastically participated. 
These activities ranged from a lively ramp walk, engaging games, a picture 
hunt, creating captivating videos. It was a delightful revelation to discover 
the hidden talents of our educators beyond their teaching roles.

Our students expressed their gratitude towards their teachers through a 
variety of programs such as skits, debates, dances, and even by composing 
earnest songs dedicated to their mentors. This special week left an 
indelible mark on both teachers and students, creating lasting memories.
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With the grace and blessings of Lord Krishna, nothing is beyond our reach. 
Our children and staff came together to celebrate the auspicious occasion 
of 'Krishna Jayanthi,' fostering love and positivity in our midst.

The day commenced with a sense of divinity as we sought Lord Krishna's 
blessings during our morning prayers. Our children showcased their 
devotion through a variety of performances, including dances, songs, and 
skits, all designed to share the love of the almighty. Our kindergarten and 
primary students dressed up as little Krishnas, adding a delightful visual 
element to this special day.

These events not only expressed the children's affection for Krishna but 
also instilled important values such as love, compassion, honesty, 
empathy, and sympathy in them. At Primrose, we firmly believe that 
imparting moral values is essential for children to develop into better 
individuals, equipping them to contribute to the creation of a more 
ethical society in the future.

While earning is a necessity for survival, saving holds greater significance 
for thriving within our modern society. Those who adeptly manage their 
finances can enjoy a fulfilling life without relying on others. To ensure that 
our teachers receive the necessary support in maintaining a healthy 
balance between their finances, well-being, and professional life, we 
consistently offer them essential assistance. Our school has organized a 
financial management course to impart the importance of saving money 
and planning for the future, ensuring they are well-prepared.

May we share smiles and joy, inspired by Krishna's blessings, and 
continue to work diligently towards achieving our life's goals and finding 
success.

Regards,

Principal.
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Teacher’s Day Celebration

The Primrose family marked Teacher's Day with a vibrant celebration, 
featuring the enthusiastic involvement of our cherished students. They 
expressed their affection for teachers through a touching, tailor-made song. 
The day became even more captivating as our educators graced the stage with 
an elegant ramp walk and engaged in various games and programs.
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Krishna Jeyanthi Celebrations-KG

On this special day, our young Krishnas captivated everyone's hearts with 
their naughtiness and smiles.

Krishna’s abode- an eye catching 
moment when our little Krishna of our 
Kindergarten visited the stage 
accompanied by the Radhas

Spellbinding dance 
performance of 
Little champs of 
primary school 
glorified the day 
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Krishna Jeyanthi Celebrations

Our students presented a diverse 
range of enchanting 
performances, including dancing, 
singing songs, and performing 
various skits, all with the 
intention of seeking Krishna's 
blessings on the auspicious day

Magnificent music of 
these three musketeers 
of Grade XII engrained 
the moment.

The elegant exposition of 
dance moves by excited 
girls of Grade IV on 
stage, celebrating the 
grace of Lord Krishna,  

The mystic melody of Magnetic 
voices from grade V melted 
down the entire school.     
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Krishna Jeyanthi Celebrations

The eye-catcher of the show- Grade X 
girls’ role play as Radhai and Kodhai

Graceful girls of Grade VIII giving the 
glory of Lord Krishna through dance. 

A tempting combat between the 
boys appeals not only the taste 
buds but also the onlookers.

The mystic dance celebrating the 
cheerfulness at its brim in Lord Krishna’s  
Presence.
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Financial Training

Our school conducted a financial training program aimed at securing the 
future well-being of both our teaching and non-teaching staff. The program 
received a positive response from the teachers, who actively inquired about 
the advantages of acquiring insurance and life policies for themselves and 
their families. The trainers also emphasized the importance of having a 
financial plan to address potential future challenges. Many staff members 
expressed keen interest in initiating insurance policies and sought 
clarifications to resolve any doubts they had about the process.
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Kalakar’s Corner
POEM – MY MOTHER

BY THE BUDDING POETS OF VIII LOTUS & LILY

You are the best of the best

But you never take rest

You make my life bright

By struggling day and night

I love you forever and

Forever you will be the best MOTHER

In this world

ASHMITHA .G

My Mother

Is one who works hard to make me better

And makes me go further

Helps me avoid danger

A supportive backbone for my father

And also helps me discover.

Love you mom forever

You are my everything Mother!

VAISHALI
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Kalakar’s Corner
POEM – MY MOTHER

BY THE BUDDING POETS OF VIII LOTUS & LILY

Even when times are hard

Even when I am sad

She makes me feel glad

That she is here to help me

My Mother is my motivator

She helps me become greater

That’s why I am grateful to my mother.

When I am in need 

She helps me indeed

Without the need to stutter

This is why I am grateful for my mother

BALAMUKUNDAN

Oh Mother, My Mother
We will always be together
Grant me a boon
That you will be my forever moon

NILAVAN
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Kalakar’s Corner
POEM – MY MOTHER

BY THE BUDDING POETS OF VIII LOTUS & LILY

My Mother is my first self,
Who brought me to this world,
With a lot of pain which I can’t imagine.

Everyone thinks that all mothers don’t care about 
them
Just because she yells at them,
But the truth is that, 
She is the first person in the world
To care about us, she just wants to correct us.

My mother never leaves my side,
No matter what,
Even if the world is at its end.

I promise to God,
That no matter what happens,
I will never leave my mother,
As she is my first gift from the Lord.

MEERAI

The one who protects me like an ozone layer, 
The one who showed love and affection like moonlight,
The one who can tolerate anything.
The greatest human born on Earth
Is no one else, My mother.

FAARIS .K
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Kalakar’s Corner
POEM – MY MOTHER

BY THE BUDDING POETS OF VIII LOTUS & LILY

My mother is marvelous,
Why, she is a marvel herself.
She is as busy as a bee,
Yet she’ll have a few minutes free,
When she cares for me.
She is loving, caring and kind
And always calms my mind.
She is not the best, according to me,
My mother is much more than that,
Because my mother is marvelous,
Why, she is a marvel herself.

LEKSHMAN AADITYA

I am grateful for you mom,
You are so calm,
Yet so strong.
How did you do it all Mom
I just can’t comprehend.
I see now it was love from both ends.
You’d always come,
Whenever I call
And now I thank you for it all.

PURVI NAYAK
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Kalakar’s Corner
POEM – MY MOTHER

BY THE BUDDING POETS OF VIII LOTUS & LILY

To my mother who is the best
She never rests.
She used to feed me 
But now I make her tea
She filled me with lots of love
So I could have wings like a dove.

JENELIYA

My mother is the best
She never rests.
She is kind and helps our family bind.
She works day and night, 
To make us right.
My mother is the best 
She never rests!

DIVIJA SREE

I like my mother,

She put me together.

I get all my inspiration from 

her

She showed me the path, 

and there is no other.

I listen to her, I get saved.

I go in the path that has been 

paved.

She taught me how to be 

behaved.

I follow what has been laid;

Knowledge and respect,

So none can suspect,

Kind and honest,

Is what comes next; 

She made me better,

She is my Mother.

She made my mind fitter,

She is my Mother!

CHARLES VIMAL

My mother works day and night, 

Just to lead us right.

She holds pain and suffering

And stands bold and sheltering.

Just to make us happy, 

In this world of agony.

She is a goddess of care 

Who is always there.

Through sun and torment,

My mother stands strong.

My mother and eternal song.

SHAIK KUSHAAL


